For more than 20 years, Interscape Commercial
Environments has been creating more efficient,
more productive spaces for commercial,
government, education, and
healthcare
environments throughout New England.

Interscape is proud to employ green work practices
and to represent Teknion and other manufacturers
that carry LEED-certified products and follow green
manufacturing practices. In addition to helping our
customers create environmentally friendly work
spaces, Interscape has invested heavily in our own
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For more information or a free consultation, contact us today!
Interscape Commercial Environments
960 Main Street Lobby
Hartford, CT 06103
860-882-5903
www.interscapece.com
Authorized Teknion Dealer

At Interscape Commercial Environments, we understand
that changing your workspace is exciting, challenging, and
complex. We approach every project by truly listening
to our customers and responding quickly and carefully to
your unique challenges. Because we pay close attention
to what you want and to what we can do to achieve
your goals, we minimize the stress of change. Our staff
has the depth, experience and knowledge to deliver all
of the services you need with the attention to detail our
customers have come to expect.

SIMPLIFYING
CHANGE

Interscape will help you develop a plan and design that
is tailored to your requirements, best utilizes your real
estate, and reflects your organization’s style. And we
will manage your assets efficiently to minimize waste
and reduce cost.

To Interscape Commercial Environments, every
customer is important – large or small.
And to every customer, we promise:
- To listen and to respond to your needs with carefully
crafted and responsive solutions.

INTERSCAPE’S
PROMISE TO YOU

- To partner with our customers and vendors; and
to deliver on our promises.
- To work in a way that is mindful and respectful of
our environment.

We recognize the commitment you make when you
partner with us. Our goal is to provide the services
and products necessary for your project to proceed
seamlessly and exceed your expectations.

- To respect your need for rapid response and
attention to detail.

At Interscape, we believe in providing furnishings that
are creative, efficient, and designed for flexibility, change,
and durability. The furniture lines we represent are
diverse and design-forward, while extensive enough to
fit any budget.

- Space Planning and Furniture Solutions for
Commercial, Government, Education and
Healthcare Environments

INTERSCAPE

COMMERCIAL
ENVIRONMENTS

- Authorized Teknion Dealer
- More Than 70 Manufacturers Represented
- 20+ Year Proven Track Record for Exceptional
Customer Service
- Concept to Completion Project Management Team
- Experienced, Trained, Professional Installation Crew
- A Woman and Minority Business Enterprise
(WMBE) Company

- To bring excitement and creativity to every project
we undertake.

FURNISHINGS
THAT MEET
YOUR NEEDS

Our primary manufacturer is Teknion, a leader in office
products that support the integration of people and
technology, facilitate productivity and communication,
and create flexible work environments that adapt to
change as it occurs. In addition to Teknion, we represent
more than 70 manufacturers, so we are able to provide
solutions tailored to your environment.
Interscape and Teknion provide floor to ceiling modular
walls unsurpassed for functionality and aesthetics.
In addition, Modular Cabinets are offered as a cost
effective solution to millwork and are easily relocated
or reconfigured.

- Interior Design and Space Planning

INTERSCAPE
SERVICES

- Move Management
Furniture
Box Move
Technology Move
- Asset Management
Inventory Tracking
Warehousing
- Used and Refurbished Furniture and
Rental Furniture Brokerage

